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    We are a group of certified Big Data and Analytics Professionals and have one thing in common; we all faced the same issue. We all did the study and took training for certification exam we aspiring to achieve and even read PDF question sets but due to less practice of giving exam online we all had hardship. This experience taught us that, “A straight line is the shortest distance between two dots” and here the straight line is to practice in real like exam environment, this thought inspired us to build this platform.

We at AnalyticsExam.com gathered bearing certain values like,

	
Provide truly premium and refined content in a way which helps you gain your certification easily


	
Repetitive practice in real like exam environment which easy you journey from a beginner to an experienced


	
Nothing less than satisfaction, either you get satisfaction here, or you get your monitorial investment back. Yes, we call the cost of premium exam practice an investment as build this practice exams with believing that it should be worth investing time than money


	
We have a certified specialist’s team behind practice exam of each module. Our team continues to work hard to provide you most recent, updated and refined content as practice exam which most likely to be on real certification exam


	
At last, we are not here to make money; however, we charge here to maintain the values of what we create here to help Big Data and Analytics aspirants.
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          	Hey thanks guys.
Just achieved the SAS certification itself... wow..so happy...

I got with the help from this web based test simulator.

Thank you so much guys.




ovel_king

Mar 1 2024 - 16:37


	Happy, I passed. 
Passed the SAS Viya Administration with 83% marks. Thank you, team, questions were from this set only, I feel I could have got more score if I have practised more here, I have just given three practice test and jumped on to certification exam, However, happy as I passed.




aliza mahmood khan

Mar 1 2024 - 14:15


	Got 90%
Passed....!!!!

Got my certification today and this was so easy as all the questions were from this practice test sets. Go for this, full value of your money.




ashokraitunde

Feb 29 2024 - 10:12


	It really works!
To be honest, I was a little dubious at first, especially when I saw that a few questions in the practice exams had typos. But this site really helped me prepare. I did 4 practice exams with this site and was able to score 88% on my Qlik exam. I will definitely reuse analyticsexam.com for other certifications.




mbayem

Feb 28 2024 - 12:50


	Very helpful test sets
Hey There, I am Julia. Writing this with so so much excitement and happy feelings. I have done this, I hold the 3rd SAS certificate now. This was much much required for me and this time also www.analyticsexam.com helped me a lot. Yes, I have used this web's wonderful practice tool for my earlier certificates as well and this time also, as again, all the questions were from this test sets. However, I would like to bring to notice that, they provide only Practice test and nothing else, not even datasets, but, I feel that is fair for the rate they charge.

If anyone of you reading this and planning to appear for the SAS A00-255 certification, do not miss this wonderful test sets.

Thank you.

JM




julia1.mccoy

Feb 27 2024 - 15:47


	I recommend this practice account
Kammal kar ditthha ji ! (Wonderful job guys)

Hi, I am so so happy with the service from www.analyticsexam.com for SAS certification I was preparing for. I have taken account subscription in around $41.30, (they got safe payment gateway as well, which was a big worry for me here in India) and I must say the exam module on this web is very good. I feel this is a superior method of preparation compare to any other available on the internet, nowadays. I was aware before my real exam of my weak areas and I feel this is was the biggest advantage. 

Thank you so much to the team. I would recommend this practice account to all SAS A00-240 aspirants. 




GotooArorra

Feb 26 2024 - 11:36


	Tableau Certified Data Analyst Exam
First, I thought the questions contained in their database are wrong, but after practicing for numerous times, I realized that questions actually require a lot of conceptual thinking. Thank you analytics team for being such a commendable platform and helping students like me to build a career in analytics. I scored 91 percent and all credit goes to Analyticsexam team. Keep up the good work.




puneetkr

Feb 25 2024 - 02:48


	Glad I purchased the practice exam here
I found the question banks here to be extremely helpful. I just took my certification and passed with good score.

Many of the questions on this web are the same or similar to the actual exam. I thought I was ready before doing the practice tests here, but let me say, the money was well-spent and it gave me a huge boost for the actual test.

	Some of the questions have some display errors (May be my screen resolution issue, but it was there), but overall I highly recommend this. Take the time to figure out why you got it wrong and you'll have no trouble on exam day. As Many already said in thier review, take the practice at least 10 times.




shane0009

Feb 24 2024 - 15:52


	SAS Viya Intermediate Programming
Cleared exam today with less prep work. Will use it further. Thank you




Srila_99

Feb 23 2024 - 01:11


	Practice Pays Off
The only thing I have to say is, the more you practice with www.analyticsexam.com the brighter chances of yours to achieve great results. Just concentrate on your daily practice and each time you got the wrong ans, go back to your practice guide and study deep to understand the concepts, this practice exam helped me a lot in understanding and identifying the areas I need to improve upone.

I have scored 96% in the final exam.




JosephHarris

Feb 22 2024 - 16:30
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          Who's online

          There are currently 37 users and 863 guests online.
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          Qlik Compose QCOM Certification Prep: Essential Strategies and Techniques  

	  
          Excelling as a Tableau Certified Architect: Exam Readiness Guide  

	  
          Preparing for Tableau Certified Consultant: Essential Tips  

	  
          SAS A00-223 Exam Mastery: Your Complete Data Curation Companion  

	  
          A00-408: How to Ace the Exam with Grace?  
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